
H66 Customer Story: MANGELBERGER

How to reduce the cost 
and environmental 
footprint of your data.

www.hydro66.com
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Behind the scenes 
of the world’s most 
popular restaurant and 
retail branch network, 
a German company  
called Mangelberger  
Elektrotechnik GmbH 
is revolutionising 
energy management 
and power control.

A growing global customer 

base including McDonald’s, 

Vapiano, Starbucks, Aldi and 

Netto rely on Mangelberger’s 

technology solutions. They 

include electrical switchboards, 

energy management, light control 

and HACCP documentation.  

Although established 50 years ago, 

Mangelberger is still a fast-grow-

ing company, generating a vast 

amount of data. A subsidiary called 

Edison Street GmbH analyses this 

data and Mangelberger’s clients 

use the data analytics to make 

substantial energy savings.

Jürgen Mangelberger, 
CEO
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With big data comes 
a big challenge.

HOW TO MANAGE DATA VOLUMES

In 2012 Mangelberger had grown to the point where data  

management had become a real problem. The company’s 

business model included a plan to increase the number of 

client switchboards under management from 5,500 to 8,000. 

Each Mangelberger switchboard houses an energy 

management system connecting information from areas 

including cooling, heating and lighting systems. Every time 

Mangelberger enhances its technology, the number of data 

sets it needs to query and analyse increases.

“Our existing data center couldn’t keep up with our 

growth. We are not experts in data hosting. So we needed a 

supportive and reliable data partner who could provide us 

with knowledge and expertise to allow us to take our business 

forward,” said CEO, Jürgen Mangelberger.

HOW TO MANAGE ENVIRONMENTAL BUSINESS 
CHALLENGES

German manufacturing companies need to manage energy 

consumption to qualify for tax relief. Performance is rated by 

the DIN EN ISO 50001-certified system.

“We’re not only responsible for our CO2 footprint, but also, 

we are responsible for the footprints of our customers,” said 

Mangelberger. “German companies need to prove their green 

credentials. They need to show a willingness to reduce the 

environmental impact of operations. In particular, energy 

usage and cooling. Moreover, this is the case throughout their 

supply chains.”

WHERE TO GET THE SUPPORT NEEDED

First off Mangelberger sought a solution in Germany. But it 

found slow and cumbersome customer service frustrating. 

“Answering simple questions needed too many people,” 

said Mangelberger. “It was a drain on our valuable 

management time.” 

The search for the 
right data solution.
It was about this time that Jürgen Mangelberger saw an 

article written by BMW. In it BMW described its decision to use 

a data center located in Northern Sweden. The opportunity to 

increase efficiency and scalability and at the same time reduce 

environmental impact and costs was highly appealing. 

As a result, Mangelberger approached 2 data centers north of 

Stockholm. Hydro66 was fastest to respond with a solution 

tailored to their needs.

Hydro66 
understood our 
need for expert 
advice about tackling the 
increased amount of data we 
needed to analyse.
Jürgen Mangelberger, CEO

“
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“Hydro66 understood our need for expert advice about tackling 

the increased amount of data we needed to analyse. Also, our 

need for technical and logistics support. Especially in the area 

of managing firewall and server issues,” said Mangelberger.

Additionally, Hydro66 was able to introduce Mangelberger to 

one of its trusted business partners, Skylite, an IT consultancy 

firm also based in Northern Sweden.

“We provided Hydro66 and Skylite with drawings of our data-

bases. Together they made a business case for adopting better 

approaches. We agreed to their combined proposal.” 

Mangelberger made its initial enquiry in September 2016. In 

October the company signed contracts. By November 2016, 

Mangelberger’s new green hosting arrangements were up 

and running.

Throughout the data transfer, Hydro66 provided process- 

driven support. For security, it buffered critical data/informa-

tion - temporarily storing data whilst moving it from one place 

to another. As a result, Mangelberger experienced minimal 

downtime and a smooth transition.

What efficient and 
flexible data hosting 
means for Mangelberger.

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS AND A DEDICATED 
POINT OF CONTACT

Critical to the success of this implementation was efficient 

customer relationship management. 

A single point of contact at Hydro66 acquired understand- 

ing of the full extent of the Mangelberger business. With  

substantial experience and knowledge of data colocation,  

this dedicated expert ensured queries are quickly responded 

to, tracked and resolved.

Taking people away from work to sort out data issues costs 

money. “Over the last 12 months, we’ve seen how flexible  

Hydro66 is,” said Mangelberger. “If we have a problem, we 

raise it with Hydro66. One person takes care of our questions. 

Often problems are fixed in 15 minutes. We don’t waste  

management time. We experience minimal downtime.  

It’s perfect for us!”

COMFORT AND CONFIDENCE IN VOLUME DATA 
MANAGEMENT

The partnership between Hydro66 and Skylite provides 

Mangelberger with business continuity planning, efficient 

hosting, security and strong support. An in-memory database 

allows for efficient response time. The company can now 

manage more than 10 billion data assets for customers  

worldwide. What’s more, Mangelberger now has generous 

capacity to grow.

Over the last 
12 months, we’ve 
seen how flexible 
Hydro66 is... problems are 
often fixed in 15 minutes.
Jürgen Mangelberger, CEO

“
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SUSTAINABLE COLOCATION AT ULTRA LOW COST 

Equally important to Mangelberger is the fact that its sales 

team can provide clients with a credible green story backed 

up by the best possible Power Usage Effectiveness figures 

(PUE 1.07). 

“The ability to demonstrate environmental responsibility 

is of concern to every contact I have,” said Mangelberger.  

“Even down to data hosting. This is why location, renewable  

hydropower and ultra-efficient, free cooling are important 

to us.”

Also, energy savings have rewarded Mangelberger with other 

significant benefits. In its first year, the company has reduced 

its own data center costs by 55%. “Our customers like McDon-

ald’s and ALDI across the world are more than satisfied with 

the new database availability.”

A delighted Jürgen Mangelberger added: “We certainly 

made the right decision. For us, Sweden is clean, green, 

open and flexible. Our clients say to us, ‘Hey folks, great step.’  

We certainly 
made the right 
decision. For us, 
Sweden is clean, green, 
open and flexible. Our clients 
say to us, ‘Hey folks, great step.’  
We couldn’t ask for more.
Jürgen Mangelberger, CEO

“
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35%

14,000X

55%

 Annual Mangelberger Data Growth Rate 

Reduction with Hydro66. 0.04g CO2 vs. 576g CO2/kWh in Germany

Annual Mangelberger Cost Savings
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Hydro66, founded in 2014, is a pioneering, ultra-efficient, green-field 

colocation data center located in Boden, Northern Sweden. We provide solutions 

ideally suited for cloud computing, HPC, system integrators, and wholesale. Hydro66 

helps companies reduce the cost and carbon footprint of hosting their data at scale. 

We offer colocation data centers beside the largest electrical grids, the lowest cost 

green energy in the EU, and the fastest fiber networks in the world. We are known for 

providing the most efficient colocation in the market with an industry leading PUE of 

1.07. Our team of experts provides our clients with scalable, custom-built solutions. 

Hydro66 believes that forward-thinking, innovative companies deserve better, 

cheaper, and environmentally friendly colocation solutions.

For more information please visit us at www.hydro66.com 

Let’s talk! Learn how Hydro66 can help your business process and store data. Better still, increase availability, efficiency and scalability. 

And at the same time, reduce complexity, cost and environmental impact. Visit us at www.hydro66.com We’re ready when you are!

Andy Long
Director, 

Strategic Development

Christiaan Keet
Chief Technical Officer

Alex Chiolo
Operations Director

CONTACT US

This unique solution crafted by:

Mangelberger Elektrotechnik GmbH   Industrial area 3   
Norisstrasse 23–25      91154 Roth / Germany

www.mangelberger.com
E-Mail : info@mangelberger.com

http://www.hydro66.com/contact/

